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NOVELS BY KATE PORTER
(Publication Date: July 19, 2012***Winner: Indy Book of the Day Award
Romantic/Suspense. Available in paperback and digital)

There are laws banning human cloning for a reason . . .

Travis Brody is an arrogant, antagonistic, fry cook with a chip on his
shoulder the size of Arkansas. He’s been fighting his own demons for over
a decade and wonders why he even bothers any more.
Jesse Daniel Messenger is only five years old, an orphan and quite unique.
He’s also alone in a strange country where his guardian is trying to hide
him.
Janey Carmichael is a woman who passionately believes there’s a definite
line between right and wrong. Not to mention she’s been crushing on Travis from the moment he walked
into Stella’s Diner, two years ago, and asked for a job.
Duke Monroe is a man on a mission. One that will either get them all killed or save the world from itself.
He can be your best friend, a man you’d want to have your back in a fight. But don’t cross him, they’ll
never find your body.
Jack Patterson is a hired assassin who, rumor has it, is the only living heart donor. He’s also been hired by
the chairman of The Committee to find Jesse and terminate anyone who gets in his way.
When Travis comes across a scared little boy and a dying man on a bitter, February night while on his
way to fulfill an obligation he should never have made, his first reaction is to turn around and ignore
them. He doesn’t need to get involved, he has issues of his own to deal with. However, his heart refuses
to turn from a crying child; a character flaw, he can’t seem to shed.
Just before the bullets start flying, the mortally wounded man shoves a package into Travis’ hands and
begs him to protect the boy. Now, Travis and the kid are on the run from people who are trying to kill
them. His only option is to seek out the only person he trusts, Janey.
When Travis and Janey learn the truth behind Jesse and a mysterious organization, that has been in power
for over two centuries, they find themselves in a situation they have no idea how to get out of. An
innocent child is at the center of a secret that, if found out, could bring down some of the world’s most
powerful men. The Committee has eyes on every corner and there is nowhere left for them to hide.

WINNER OF THE 2014 NEW
APPLE BOOK AWARD FOR
MYSTERY!
5 STARS FROM READERS
FAVORITE!
“Black Harvest, is an exciting and well-plotted
story that is both a police procedural and a
romance… a first-rate mystery… fast-paced
and entertaining, and it's highly recommended.”
(Publication Date: February 7, 2014 ***Winner: 2014 New Apple Book
Award

Mystery/thriller (Available in hardcover, paperback and digital)

Hell hath no fury like a desperate mother searching for
her missing child.
After Rose Bradigan divorces her husband, who is incarcerated
for murder and drug charges, Lily, their precocious sixteen-yearold daughter, blames her mother for just about everything that has gone wrong in their lives. After a
particularly nasty incident that ends with Lily being escorted home by the police, they set out, at Lily’s
determined reluctance, on a road trip to try to mend their mother-daughter relationship. After a rocky
start, and one very public argument, they begin to come to a shaky truce and even begin to enjoy the
sights. Until Rose wakes up in a hospital bed in a small South Carolina town looking, and feeling, like
she’d walked twenty miles, barefooted, across a field of broken glass. She’s been battered, drugged,
terrified and has no memory of the last five days. Her worst fears are realized when she finds out that Lily
is missing. As Cherokee County Sheriff it is Lucas Manning’s job to find out exactly what happened to
both the injured mother and missing daughter.
Keeping his professional distance isn’t easy for Lucas as he takes a personal interest in Rose’s case.
Although he is battling his own demons, and in spite of his growing feelings for her, Lucas knows that in
the majority of missing children cases, one of the parents is usually the reason. But as his investigation
progresses, he comes to a frightening conclusion: Lily Bradigan is only the latest in a growing list of
young girls that have gone missing over the past several years. When a girl fitting Lily’s description turns
up in the county morgue, Lucas is afraid he will have to tell an already distraught mother that her
daughter is dead. When Lucas finds out the Jane Doe has not only recently given birth but also has the
same drug in her system that was found in Rose’s, the case takes a bizarre twist. There’s more to the
missing young women than a serial killer seeking his thrills. Someone is kidnapping girls between sixteen
and twenty-two who fit a certain profile. They’re beautiful, brilliant and gifted. Lucas and Rose are
determined to find out what has happened to Lily. When Rose ends up in the crosshairs of a sniper’s
scope, they know they’re getting close to finding the answers. However, it may already be too late to save
not only Lily, but several others who have been listed as missing over the past year.

(Publication Date: March 27, 2019-Written under the pseudonym K.
J. Porter,
Paranormal Romance. Available in paperback and digital)

Wade Hamilton is an ex-Army Ranger and an accomplished
tattoo artist. Now, thanks to a gift that was bestowed upon him
by a grateful mother during a trip to Alaska several years ago,
he is also a protector; a guardian. His gift, which he uses
sparingly, allows him to infuse his art with special qualities.
When a shy, young, woman and her two college roommates,
walk into his studio he senses there’s something unique about
Tori. After the initial interview, he comes to understand she
has suffered a devastating loss and keeps her grief buried deep
inside. While working on the special tattoo she’d designed
herself, Wade adds a little magic to the ink that will boost her
courage and, perhaps, bring a little joy and excitement to her
life. And then, she and her friends walk out of his studio and
out of his life.
Three months later, Wade receives a call from an old Army
buddy, Matthew Miller, whose baby sister is critically injured in a hit and run. Wade wastes no time heading
to Savannah, Georgia to lend his support. Never having met Matt’s family, other than a brother and their
father, Wade has no idea that Victoria Miller is the same woman who has been haunting his dreams since
she walked out of his studio.
As Tori fights for her life, Wade refuses to leave her side, believing it was his magic that had put her in
front of the car that nearly killed her. To further complicate matters, he finds himself falling hard for Tori.
Knowing that nothing good can come from developing a relationship with her, Wade is terrified that his
secret will only put Tori in more danger. A secret he’s kept buried since he was thirteen; he believes his
abusive, alcoholic, father beat Wade’s younger brother, Davey, so badly it caused the boy permanent brain
damage. It was also the first time the “red-rage” took over Wade, leaving him with no memory of the event
and put his father in the hospital.
When Tori refuses to give up on a chance for happiness with Wade, he can no longer push her away. He
realizes he must confront his demons and put them to rest before they can take the next step in their
relationship. But, when an unknown, and powerful, enemy from his parents’ past catches up with him, Tori
could very well become collateral damage.

5 STARS FROM READER'S
FAVORITE
“…a smooth science fiction tale that will

have you biting your nails and holding
your breath at the same time…had my
heart racing and got my interest from the moment I started
reading it…This book is absolutely fantastic!”

(Publication Date: April 30, 2020 - Available in hardcover,
paperback and digital. Written under the pseudonym K. J.
Porter, Science Fiction) YOUTUBE VIDEO TEASER
Sam Jackson is a career Marine with a set of ethics, morals
and beliefs to which he has staunchly adhered throughout his
life. Until the morning of his twenty-eighth birthday when he
receives a disturbing video from his twin brother, Seth.
Before he can sort out what his brother is trying to convey in
the video, two FBI agents barge into his office with news of
an inconceivable atrocity his brother committed before his
death. Still reeling in shock, Sam is determined to find out
what motivated his brother’s horrific crime before plunging to his death from the top of a twenty story
building. The only way to do that is contact Karma Taylor, a woman Seth mentioned in the video, to
retrieve his brother’s journals.
After learning that Karma befriended his brother during her stay in a mental hospital and has now taken
up Seth’s banner of alien abduction and government conspiracy claims, Sam wants nothing to do with her
fanatical nonsense. She’s been burning up the internet and the science fiction circuit with allegations that
she, too, has been abducted by aliens and is blasting "the truth behind the lies" the world’s governments
have been spouting. When bodies start piling up, and Sam is wounded and on the run for his life, he
realizes there’s more to his brother’s, and Karma’s, claims than sick minds in desperate need of
medication. Especially when devastating secrets are brought to light that will change not only Karma and
Sam’s lives, but an unsuspecting world that a renegade alien faction is determined to conquer and
subjugate. It may already be too late to stop what had begun over a half-century before any of them were
born.

FIVE STARS FROM READER’S
FAVORITE!
“…an intense story, one that had
me biting my nails…The mystery
was intense, it was dark enough to
have my attention and intriguing
enough to keep reading on. The pace is fast, the
narrative is smooth and the character development is
on point. This is an incredible story, one that will have
you stay up longer than your normal bedtime, but you
will enjoy every single moment of it!”
Publication date: May 15, 2021 (Available in hardcover,
paperback and digital)
YOUTUBE VIDEO TEASER

Lucas Blackfox has a gift he wishes he could return.
He’s tried drowning the visions with booze, but
women are still being kidnapped, tortured and
murdered. The psychic link he’s now formed with a
serial murderer has only grown stronger with each body found. Lucas not only sees the horrific
murders through the killer’s eyes, but he feels the excitement and anticipation of the kill as if
those emotions were his own. The whiskey does nothing to stop the atrocities he sees and he
wonders why he doesn’t put a bullet through his own brain. However, after reuniting with a
childhood friend, Emma Reese, and their youthful friendship begins to grow, Lucas is
determined to kick his addiction. When he sees who the monster’s next victims are, Lucas knows
that if he doesn’t stop the killer, Emma and her young son, Kyle, will be the next to die. But
when a close friend of Lucas’ is reported missing he’s the one the police arrest. While he is in
jail for a crime he knew too much about, Emma is reported missing and is now in the hands of a
serial killer.

TEAM NIGHTLY

Born in the First Crusades to
protect innocents from the
Vampire menace.

CHASE NIGHTLY, L’UCCISORE
• Publication Date: May 19, 2013
Paranormal Romance-Team Nightly, Book One

Chase Nightly is a born and bred Georgia boy from Savannah, who
loves his job as a social studies teacher, his bachelorhood and his
widowed mother.
Rae Chandler is a contemporary big city woman with no desire to
change that fact; as different from Chase as night and day with one
important exception: They are both leaders of elite teams of vampire
slayers called Uccisore, but with very different territories. When Rae
shows up in Savannah for reasons other than visiting family, Chase
demands to know her true motives. Sparks fly the moment they meet and past life memories
surface, memories that keep Rae off balance and terrified that destiny will claim her heart once
more.
When Gordon Charles, Vampire King, kidnaps Chase’s mother, the two leaders must join forces
and put their chaotic feelings aside to save her from becoming the Vampire Queen.

HUNTER’S SWORD
(Team Nightly, Book Two)- Publication Date: January 16, 2015
Paranormal Romance/Series

Armed with family legends and a blessed sword dating back to the
first crusades, Hunter Blackfox leaves the reservation in Cherokee,
North Carolina to replace a fallen member of Team Nightly and help
protect the city of Savannah, Georgia.
His life is about to change…
When he first lays eyes on Sheila Maxson, he likens her to
Aphrodite, Helen of Troy, and Jackie Onassis—sex, beauty, and
class—all rolled into one, long, luscious package just for him.
Sheila Maxson is a seasoned member of Team Nightly and a bloodline uccisore gifted with
exceptional speed and agility on the battlefield. But she’s battling more than the rising number of
vampires. Horrific memories from her past are slowly chipping away at Sheila’s emotional
armor. With the added guilt of losing a friend and uccisore brother in battle, the short fuse of her
control is burning fast.
Each time she and Hunter are in the same vicinity, Sheila goes on the attack and Hunter has no
option but to fight back. Until the night Chase and Rae’s daughter is born and the vampire king

breaches the hospital nursery. The bickering teammates must team up to protect the innocent
newborn. As word comes to them that Hunter’s Sword is coveted by Gordon Charles, Vampire
King, the entire team must find a way to keep it out of vampire clutches.
Gordon Charles will do whatever he must to corrupt the powers of the sword and sway its magic
to benefit his cause. To do that he must spill uccisore blood…Sheila’s blood.

KEYS TO THE MERMAID’S HEART
(Team Nightly Book Three)- Publication Date: April 30, 2016
Paranormal Romance/Series

A mythical sapphire, a family legend, and a lost treasure, could
lead Carly Harden to her fondest dreams . . . or her worst
nightmare.
Now that Carly has revealed her secret, that she knows who and
what Team Nightly is, Tony Sargento, chef of the Blue Mermaid
restaurant, empath, and Carly’s boss, is furious with her. His
jealousy at Carly’s close friendship with Rhett James, the newest
team member, isn’t helping him calm his anger.
That she’s been in love with Tony since the day they’d met, is
one thing she would never disclose. His anger at her is breaking her heart and her past is
preventing her from trusting him fully.
In order to help the team locate an artifact that Gordon Charles, King of the Vampires, is after,
Carly digs a little deeper into the family lore behind the key that she’s worn on a chain since she
was a little girl. She soon comes to believe that it is one of three needed to open a lost treasure
chest. One that is said to hold the Mermaid’s Heart: a massive sapphire that is said to hold
mystical powers and created by Zeus himself.
The powers that legend has attached to the Mermaid’s Heart, are said to be boundless, granting
the one who holds it their fondest wishes.
But when Gordon Charles gets word that Carly is the owner of one of the fabled keys to the
Heart, he sends his minions to retrieve it, no matter the cost.
After Carly is attacked and nearly killed, Tony and Rhett must try to set aside their ongoing
battle, to win her heart, in order to protect her. Even with the help of Team Nightly, it may not be
enough to save her . . . unless they find the Keys to the Mermaid’s Heart.

REDEMPTION STONE
(Team Nightly, Book Four)- Publication Date: August 28, 2017
Paranormal Romance/Series

The only thing keeping the beast at bay is THE REDEMPTION
STONE.
Chuck Logan fled Ireland fourteen years ago, letting his family
believe him dead, like his brother, Matty. When he landed on
America’s shores he was a feral werewolf, but everything
changed when a special boy and his father found him and gave
him the gift of redemption.
Now, Chuck has found his true mate in Scarlett James, and he is
terrified that he has now put her life in danger. Walking away
after only one night with Scarlett is the only way to keep her safe.
Ashley Connor, a wolf with an agenda, has set her sights on mating with Chuck and building an
invincible pack that will rule the entire region. She will do whatever it takes to have her way,
including partnering with Gordon Charles, the Vampire King.
After Chuck and Scarlett are attacked by a vampire who miraculously morphs into a wolf, the
reality of this new, and seemingly indestructible, threat must be eradicated before Ashely Connor
and Gordon Charles have the chance to build their army…It may already be too late!

LOST IN TIME
(Team Nightly, Book Five)
Publication date: Oct 21, 2021 (Available in paperback and digital) Team
Nightly series

Fawn Carter is not only a valued member of Team Dalton, and a
decorated officer with the Savannah Police Department, but she
is an uccisore to be reckoned with. But when Carter is suddenly
transferred to Team Nightly, she is furious. It isn’t that she hasn’t
worked with Chase and his team before; the two teams often
come together to protect the citizens of Savannah from the
growing menace of not only vampires, but vampire-werewolf
hybrids.
Resigning herself to her tasks with Team Nightly, Carter allows herself to get to know her new
team a little better, joining some of the ladies on a shopping spree in Charleston South Carolina.
After purchasing a small box of broken jewelry to use in her own craft projects she finds a
heavily tarnished silver disk with intricate carvings.

It is, she comes to realize, something that had been made for her by her soulmate in a past life.
After her death in her previous incarnation, the powers blessed into the amulet went dormant and
has since been LOST IN TIME. Now that it has found her once more, she and Michael must set
aside their fears of losing each other again to protect not only the powers of the amulet but
Carter, herself.
Gordon Charles, King of the Vampires, believes the amulet will not only restore his humanity
but will allow him to retain his immortality. When he has Carter kidnapped and brought to him,
Gordon tries to seduce her to use the powers of the amulet for his own benefit. When that doesn’t
work, he uses force. No one is prepared for the repercussions . . . or their first introduction to
Madre dell’uccisore. (Mother of the Slayer)

Below are samples of a few of Kate’s poems, inspired
by events that touched her deeply.

